11/19/20 - MFG OutLoud Episode #32
The Race to Manufacturing 4.0
Embracing new tech and innovation
(with Special Guest - Rich Sade)


The ’true’ story about today’s guest involves everything from growth to turnaround to startup experience…a seasoned manufacturing guy who could retire, but can’t wait to buy a company and do it all again.
 
And, his take on large vs small companies race to MFG 4.0 will only improve your race time and experience.
…the logical progression of your journey
…embracing new tech and innovation
 
What a pleasure having Rich Sade join us today! 
 
Let’s dive into another courageous conversation gang!
 
Subscribe
Apple | Spotify | Google | YouTube
 
4 Quick Things from this Episode
What’s the abridged version of your story, Rich; how did you get here? 
Why on earth would you want to do this all over again instead of retire? 
What does a logical progression look like to embrace MFG 4.0? 
Good, bad and the ugley of new tech and innovation 
 
 
...and last but not lease...Advice for our manufacturing audience...what do more shops need to be doing to grow & compete?
 
 
Enjoying the show? Please leave us a review here. Even one sentence helps. It’s feedback from Manufacturing All-Stars like you that keeps us going!
 
Tweetable Quotes
“Why retire when you feel like you got one more in ya and you know you can make a difference.” —Rich Sade
 
“The funds that small companies have aren’t as big as a Fortune 100, but you can put your money where you’ll get the biggest bang for your buck.” —Rich Sade
 
“If you want to get in the Manufacturing 4.0 game, walk before you run. Start with one machine. Pay attention to the data.” —Rich Sade
 
“Equipment, operations, processes and sales, it’s all important. Look at the 40,000 foot view first, then bring it all together to create a holistic system.” —Rich Sade
 
“Understand Manufacturing 4.0 first before you jump in without knowing how to swim.” —Rich Sade
 
 
Recommended Resources from this Episode



Thank you for listening and hanging out with us.
Keep manufacturing out loud! We need you. 


Connect with Rich Sade
LinkedIn | Web
 
Connect with Allison DeFord
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web
 
Connect with Ray Ziganto
LinkedIn | Twitter | Web

